Burpees
60 Second Challenge
How many burpees
can you complete
in 60 seconds?

Can you keep
trying even if
you feel that
you want to
stop and give
up?

You must extend your
legs back once you have
lowered yourself to the
ground.

Achieve Gold
No equipment
is required.
Just make sure
you use a clear,
open and safe
space.
If it’s to tough
give yourself an
extra 30 seconds
and do not
perform the leg
extensions.

Achieve
Platinum!
To achieve
platinum can
you perform 40
burpees in 60
seconds?

30 burpees

Achieve Silver

20 burpees

Achieve Bronze

10 burpees

Speed Bounce
60 Second Challenge
How many times can you
bounce over a pillow in
60 seconds?

Are you honest
and only
count the
jumps that are
completed
properly?

Both feet must land over the pillow
for the jump to count.

Achieve Gold
Jump over
a pillow!
If you do not
have a pillow,
jump over a safe
object!

Set a
Record!
The most bounces
in lockdown was
99. Can you set a
new speed bounce
record?

Compete against
a family member!
If you touch the
pillow you must
stop bouncing.

70 bounces

Achieve Silver

50 bounces

Achieve Bronze

30 bounces

Squat Jumps
60 Second Challenge

Can you be
honest when
counting your
score?

How many squat jumps
can you perform in 60
seconds?
Stand behind a line and
jump forwards, perform a
squat and repeat.

Achieve Gold
No equipment
is required.
Just make sure
you use a clear,
open and safe
space.

35 squat jumps

Challenge
yourself!
Perform a twist
or turn as you
jump to make
it harder.

Try jumping in
different ways
for 60 seconds.
Can you compete
against different
family members?

Achieve Silver

25 squat jumps

Achieve Bronze

10 squat jumps

Step In, Step Out
60 Second Challenge

Can you keep
trying even
when you
want to give
up?

How many times can you
step in and step out of a
circle in 60 seconds?
You must step in and out of the
circle, one foot at a time. Both feet
must step into the circle and then
out again. No jumping!

Achieve Gold
Mark out
a circle
Using chalk
mark out a
circle on the floor.
Can you
achieve a medal
stepping in and
stepping out
of the hoop in
different
directions?

Race against
someone!
Mark out two circles,
who can step in
and out of their
circle the most
amount of
times?

55 step in,
step outs
Achieve Silver

45 step in,
step outs
Achieve Bronze

35 step in,
step outs

Step Ups
60 Second Challenge

Can you focus,
concentrating
on the step?

How many times can you
step up and down a step
in 60 seconds?
You must step up and down with
one foot at a time. No jumping!

Achieve Gold
You need
a step!
If you do not
have a step us a
foot pouffe or a
stool.
Increase the
number of steps!
Make it harder
by stepping up
and down two
steps (stairs).
Compete as
a family.
Adapt the challenge
depending who
is playing! You
could step in and
out of a circle.

60 step ups

Achieve Silver

45 step ups

Achieve Bronze

30 step ups

